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I. Introductory Paragraph

A. State your subject and your intention in writing about it.

Identify yourself and the audience you're addressing.

B. Give reasons that support your argument.

C. State your opinion in just a sentence or two.

II. .Deve10pment Paragraph

A. Restate the first reason that supports your point of view.

B. Write sentences that give examples and details that support
this reason.

Ill.' Development Paragraph

A. Restate the second reason that supports your point of view.

B. Write sentences that give examples and details that support
this reason.

Some may

IV. CotlC1uding Paragraph

A. Restate the subject of your essay.

have -Fhfrd

developmenå

Jrffto

ßoDq

Cond.

B. Summarize how your •reasons support your point of view.

C. Conclude with a summary of your opinion.
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PBOS AND cogs ABOUT
ROMEROBK

1 n Our Position: Our school should have a No-Homework policy.
Here are our supporting reasons for our point of view:

2. Our Opponent's Position: Here are our opponent's reasons
for supporting a Pro-Homework policy:

3. Counterarguments: Here are our group's ideas for counter-
ing, •dr answering, the arguments and supporting reasons in 2.



ROMEROBK:
YES 0B NO?

A debate is raging about the value of homework for students in our school

system. This debate involves a conflict between students. teachers. and par-

ents. As a student in Room 10 at Flora Daski Middle School, I'm pro-home-

Work, Homework takes ué. a lot of my time, .but it also encourages me to

develop my interests and.to get my family involved in•interesting projects.

I have some interests that are tied into •school subjects, One of my main

interests is collecting hiétorical, antique American •coins and paper moneyl

Opponents of homework may think I can pursue this' interest at school, but

actually I rely On school history lesSons to inspire after-school quests for rare

items that.l coyld never find at school! For example, our teacher assigned

our class to find examples of things used im pre-revolutionary days in

America So after school r went to the local historical museum and found

examples of P4per money used in Thomas Jefferson's day. Away from

school, I found examples to show to my classmates.

Some opponents of homework clåim that it interferes with free-time with

your family. Actually, I've found that an interesting homework assignment

can get you more involved with your family. For example, the homework

assignment to find persuasive strategies in TV commercials got my whole

family involved in critiquing commercials. We had fun detecüng •persuasive

Cechniques and shared a lot of ideas as we discussed them.

In conclusion, I support homework assignments that help you go on learning

away from school. O onents of homew rk do 't realize t at learnin is not

confined to the classroom. I vote for homework that encourages my interests

and helps me and my family learn together!
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PEBSVASXVE ESSAY PLAN
1. Choose an issue:

2. State your position (your point of view) on this issue.

3. State the point of view of your opponent.

4. List ideas and facts that support your point of view.

5. List ideas and facts your opponent might use.

6. Write sentences that counter your opponent's ideas.
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Persuasion Rubric

Directions: Your assignment will be graded based on this rubric. Consequently, use this rubric as a guide when

working on your assignment and check it again before you submit it.

Taits

Organization

Coal or

Thesis

Reasons and

Support

Attention to

Audience

Word Choice

Visuals/

Delivery

Grammar,
Mechanics, &
Spelling

The introduction is

inviting, states the goal

or thesis. and provides
an overview of the issue.

Information is presented

in a logical order and

maintains the interest

of the audience. The

conclusion strongly states

a personal opinion.

There is one goal or

thesis that strongly and

clearly states a personal

opinion and identifies

the issue.

Three or more exceltent

reasons are stated with

good support. It is
evident that a lot of

thought and research

was put into this

assignment.

Argument demonstrates

a clear understanding

of the potential

audience and anticipates

counterarguments.

Word choice is creative
and enhances the

argument.

Visuals are appealing,

highly relevant, and add

support to the argument.

Delivery is fluent, with

an engaging flow of

speech.

There are no errors in

grammar, mechanics.

and/or spelling.

The introduction

includes the goal or

thesis and provides

an overview of the

issue. Information

is presented in a

logical order but

does not always

maintain the interest

of the audience. A
conclusion states a

personal opinion.

There is one goal or
thesis that states a

personat opinion and
identifies the issue.

Three or more

reasons are stated,

but the arguments are

somewhat weak in

places.

Argument
demonstrates a clear

understanding of the

potential audience.

Word choice enhances
the argument.

Visuals are appealing

and add support to

the argument. Delivery

is fluent.

There are few errors in

grammar, mechanics,

and/or spelling. but

they do not interfere

with understanding.

2

The introduction

includes the main

goal or thesis. Most

information is

presented in a logical

order. A conclusion is
included, but it does

not clearly state a

personal opinion.

A personal opinion
is not clearly stated.

There is little reference

to the issue.

Tvo reasons are
made but with weak

arguments.

Argument
demonstrates some

understanding of the

potential audience.

There is evidence of

attention to word
choice.

Visuals are related to

the topic. Delivery

lacks some fluency

There are several

errors in grammar,

mechanics, and/or

spelling.

vet)

1

There is no clear

introduction,

structure, or

conclusion.

The personal

opinion is not easily

understood. There is

little or no reference

to the issue.

Arguments are weak
or missing. Less than

two reasons are
made.

Argument does not

seem to target any

particular audience.

Word choice is
limited.

Visuals are not

directly related to the

topic. Delivery is not

fluent.

There are numerous

errors in grammar,

mechanics, and/or

spelling.

write think
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CHECK THE STRATEGIES

Take another look at the persuasive piece that you chose to share with the class from the Persuasion Is All

Around You assignment. What strategies does the author use to try to persuade you? Read through each

strategy and decide whether the author used that strategy by writing yes or no in the second column. If

you write yes, then explain how the author used that strategy.

Persuasive Strategy

Claim States the main

point or Stance

Big Names - Mentions experts and

important people to support the

argument

Pathos - Appeals to the audience's

emotions

Ethos - Tries to build trust and

credibility

Kairos - Builds a sense of urgency

for the cause

Research - uses studies and

information to make the

argument seem more convincing;

this can be in the form of words,

ra hs, tables, or illustrations

readawriteøthink

Yes/No How the Author Used It

AW5daiba
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Persuasive Essay

A persuasive essay requires a clear statement of opinion, evidence
supporting that opinion, and responses to possible objections. This
template will help you organize your notes.

Introduction (identify issue)

Statement of opinion (thesis)

Reasons

Objections

Conclusion

Supporting evidence

Possible responses

O McDougal Littetlr a division of Houghton Mifflin Company



Basic Essay Model

I. Introducüon

Grab reader's attention (Grabber/Attention-Getter)

Set the time and place/history/background/context

State three main points in order (bolded)

Transiüonal clincher to lead into 1st body paragraph

11. 1st Main Point

Clincher (clinchers are fr,vo or three key words that repeat or reflect each other)

111. 2nd Main Point

Clincher

I V. 3rd Main Point

Clincher

V. Conclusion

Repeat or reflect main points (in order!)

Most significant element
Why is this the most significant element?
State three main points in order (bolded)

Final sentence repeats/reflects the title



Bad
I'm talking Badl

I'm talking evil!

Ijm talking wicked, improper,

Dishonest!

I'm talking spoiled, nasty,

mean, Villainous!

I'm talking mischievous, naughty,

bummer, awful, Unacceptable!

I'm talking unsatisfactory, dissatisfactory,

disgusting, gross, lousy,

Nefarious!

I'm talking incorrigible, disreputable,

infamous, sinful, immoral,

dreadful, TERRIBLE!

BadI'm talking

By: Jenice Ni
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DRESS-UPS (middle of sentence; hi hli hted)
Who/which

"ly" word
Stron verb

Quali ad-ective

When, while, where, since, as, if, although

(www.asia)

Because clause

OPENERS (beginning of sentence; numbered and in parentheses)
1) Sub'ect

2) Pre ositional

4) "in ,

5) Clausal,(www.asia + b)

6) vss

Names of Peer Reviewers

Comments by the AUTHOR:

Intro I

Intro I

11

11

Con

Con



Don't Get Caught in the

abiliües

acüons

advances

advantages

adventures

agreements

attributes

behaviors

benefits

characterisfics

choices

concerns

conflicts

confributions

correcÜons

details

difficulåes

effects

events

experiences

@ 200B Gopr13 Wesf Educational Services.

Things Trap

facts

features

feelings

frustrations

ideas

impressions

improvements

incidents

items

matters

movements

occasions

occurrences

parts

performances

periods

places

points

powers

problems

projects

promises

qualifies

reasons

remedies

resources

responses

rules

sections

situations

skills

successes

surprises

talents

themes

thoughts

troubles

types

weaknesses

variations

Expository Paragraphs
Step Up to Writlng • Secondary Tool 4-19a


